ITEM OPPORTUNITY SYNOPSIS:
Fabrics to Manufacture Employee Uniform Items
Item to be Scouted

2021-108
Supplier Scouting Number

Multiple Fabrics
NAICS Code, if known

1. Describe the Item:
2. Summary of Technical Specifications and Performance Requirements:

TECHNICAL INFORMATION:

a. Please describe the item application/ the end use of item.
Tailored fabrics to be used in the manufacture of employee uniform pants, vests, and jackets; shirting fabric for manufacture
of shirts; dress fabric for manufacturing of dresses; polyester twill fabric for the manufacture of ties and scarfs neckwear.Six
different types of fabric are required for the new program and four to support current program items

b. Provide the item number if applicable: (N95 Mask vs Protective Mask).

N/A

a. Provide dimensions / size / tolerances / performance specifications for the item.
Industry standard size rolls of fabric. New Program Fabrics: Gray plain weave suiting 50% polyester/50% wool, 185 grams per square meter (gsm), 80/2*80/2;
Dress fabric red Ponte knit, 65%rayon/29%Nylon/6% spandex, 262 gsm;
Shirting fabric, white dobby, 65% polyester/35%Cotton, 115gsm;
Shirting fabric Yarn dye check, 65% Polyester/ 35% Cotton 112 gsm; 100% Polyester Twill Amtrak Red Tonal Wave; 100% Polyester Twill Amtrak Tonal Red line.
Current Program Fabrics: Shirt fabrics Blue Fabric 65%P/35%C and White 60%C/40%P; Tailored pants, vests, jackets fabrics Gabardine 55%P/45%W and Tropical 55%P/45%W.

b. List required materials needed to make the product, Including materials of product components, if
applicable.

wool, polyester, cotton, rayon, and dyes

c. Are there applicable certification requirements to supply this item? (i.e. ISO certification) Are there any
applicable regulations that apply to the production of this item? (i.e. FDA regulations or EPA regulations)
Are there any other standard requirements? (i.e. ASME Standard, IEEE Standard) Please specify.

N/A

d. Describe the manufacturing processes (elaborate to provide as much detail as possible).

The fabric mill manufacturing process will use the raw materials wool, polyester, cotton,
rayon, and dyes to produce industry standard sized rolls of fabric for the specified color,
blends, weights (gsm) requested. All rolls must be inspected and in condition acceptable
to a cut and stitch facility.
e. Additional Comments:
Is there other information that would impact the item’s performance or usefulness? Please explain.

Fabrics require specific blends to provide maximum comfort and durability for rail
passenger employee’s operating environments.

Fabric to support the current program items is needed now through December 31, 2022. Fabrics for the new
program will be needed starting June 1, 2022 through September 30, 2032. The estimated 13-month demand for
the current program and 10-year demand for fabric for the new program is listed in the table of the attachment.

g. Target Price / Unit Cost Information:

See additional info section for information on the process used by AMTRAK for
determining a price.
3. Delivery Requirements:

BUSINESS INFORMATION:

f. Potential Business Volume Estimate (i.e., # Units Per Day, Month, Year):

a. When is it needed by? (Immediate, 30 Days, 6 months, etc.)

Fabrics to support the current uniform program are needed in the next 60 days. Fabrics
for the new uniform program are needed by June 1, 2022.
b. Describe packaging requirements (i.e., individually/ group packaging).

Rolls of fabric should be packaged to prevent damage in shipping. Shipping will be
required to any location in the USA.
c. Where is this opportunity located? Is there a preferred shipping proximity - if applicable?

Cut and stitch facility locations could be in any state in the USA.

4. Additional Comments:

a. Opportunities will be posted for 30 days unless another timeframe is given below
________ days
b. Is there other information you would like to include?
Amtrak provides a uniform program for its front-line Operations Department employees. The program is designed to provide a professional
appearance for approximately 5,600 Amtrak employees, which uniform requirements could increase over the coming years.
Amtrak seeks potential US manufacturers and suppliers who are capable of providing high-quality and durable material and garments as
part of an upcoming competitive solicitation which will result into a long-term agreement to supply Amtrak’s employees with uniforms (i.e., 5
to 10 years).
The subsequent RFP process will consist of an open bidders list and an evaluation process that takes into consideration, but is not limited
to, quality, experience, and price.
Amtrak is looking to maximize, to the extent possible, domestic suppliers and manufacturers for the duration of the agreement.

Photos or diagrams of the item (helpful but not required).

